It is our pleasure to extend the invitation to scholars, scientists, researchers, practitioners and students to join us in the 2017 International Symposium of Adapted Physical Activity in Korea.

○ Theme: Create a New Paradigm and Go Beyond APA

○ Important Information:
☞ Conference Date: June 12-16, 2017
☞ Abstract Submission Opens: October 5, 2016
☞ Early Registration Opens: October 21, 2016

○ Conference Main Tracks (More on our website)
☞ Adapted Physical Activity
☞ Adapted Physical Education, Health Promotion and Adapted Sports
☞ Core Ideology and Development of Adapted Physical Activity and Adapted Sports
☞ Applied Biomechanics for Adapted Physical Activities and Adapted Sports
☞ Psychology for Adapted Physical Activity and Adapted Sports
☞ Motor Learning and Development for a Person who needs Adaption
☞ Sports Management for Adapted Sports
☞ Philosophy and Politics in Adapted Physical Activities and Adapted Sports
☞ Coaching and Conditioning Science for an Athlete who needs adaption
☞ Paralympics, Special Olympics, and Deaflympics
☞ Prevention and Rehabilitation
☞ Any related field in Adapted Physical Activities, Adapted Sports, and Senior Sports

○ For more Details, visit website: http://isapa2017.com or e-mail at: isapa2017@gmail.com
☞ Contact: Dr. Sok-Rok Song

All papers submitted to conference will be gone through peer reviewed process, and accepted papers will also be considered for Publication.
☞ For high quality articles, we may offer Travel Grants.